
 

Year 3 – Parent and Pupil Support Planner – MTW – wc 1.3.21 

Monday (1.3.21) – Wednesday (3.3.21) 

*** Please prioritise these lessons each day 
 Monday 1st March Tuesday 2nd March Wednesday 3rd March 

Phonics/Spelling 

15 minutes 

Today we are going to revisit the sound ‘ew’ 

 

Watch the speed sound session using the link 

below:  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/KX

Zcb8TW/OdDiJJyX  

Watch the spelling session using the link below:  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/O

eVcyzo7/ujnJjZKT  

Remember: You will need a pencil and paper for 

this. 

Today we are going to revisit the sound ‘ire’ 

 

Watch the speed sound session using the link 

below:  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/lIrM

Wmt7/xR9s8itZ  

Watch the spelling session using the link below:  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/SW

Xi1OYO/WU7Kx6yL  

Remember: You will need a pencil and paper for 

this. 

Today we are going to revisit the sound ‘ear’ 

 

Watch the speed sound session using the link 

below:  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view

/bxFywIUF/E4mbjZWT  

Watch the spelling session using the link 

below:  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view

/UYh1XcJL/QyNHrcHh  

Remember: You will need a pencil and paper 

for this. 

Writing***  

1 hour 

To recap punctuation and use commas in lists.  
Today we will revisit punctuation and learn how 
to use commas in lists effectively in our work.  
Watch the teaching video on one note.  
 
Complete the worksheet activities:  
*Add the correct punctuation to the sentences. 
Replace ‘and’ with the commas in the correct 
place.  
** Rewrite the sentences to include the correct 
punctuation. Rewrite the sentences using 
commas in the correct places.  
***Rewrite the sentences to include the correct 
punctuation (including speech marks). Rewrite 
the sentences using commas in the correct 
places.  

To recognise and use conjunctions 
Children will recap what conjunctions are and use 
them to connect sentences together. 
 
This activity will be in OneNote. 
 

Audio feedback 

To use past and present tense correctly in 
my writing.  
Today we will learn about tense and how to 
use tense correctly in our writing.  
Watch the teaching video on one note.  
 
Complete the worksheet activities:  
*Complete the changing the tense activity 
and write sentences in the correct tense.  
**Complete changing tense activity and write 
sentences in correct tense.  
***Complete changing tense activity, change 
the sentences so that they are written in the 
correct tense and write a paragraph in either 
present or past tense.  

Sticker feedback 
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Audio  feedback  

Maths*** 

1 hour 

Measure perimeter 

Children will measure shapes to calculate their 

perimeters. 

Watch the White Rose and teacher explanation 

video below: 

https://vimeo.com/515239774/df57fec7b4  

Complete the worksheet (this activity may be 

easier to download as it involves measuring) 
*questions 1-3 (ruler or wool) 

**questions 1-6 (question 4 may give different answers 

depending on size) 

**include challenge question 7  

 

Sticker feedback 

Calculate perimeter  

Children will understand how to calculate 

perimeter without measuring sides. 

Watch the White Rose and teacher explanation 

video below: 

https://vimeo.com/515248436/8935601cdc  

Complete the worksheet in class notebook/print 

out. 
*questions 1-3  

**questions 1-5 (hint- on 5 look for number bonds to 10 and 

100) 

**include challenge question 6 

 

To watch teacher video discussing answers and 

address misconceptions. 

https://vimeo.com/515358481  

Teacher video feedback 

Perimeter Challenge  

Children will explore how many ways they 

can make a rectangle with a perimeter of 

18cm. 

Watch the White Rose and teacher 

explanation video on OneNote: 

 
 

Can you draw a rectangle with an odd 

perimeter? 

 

Sticker feedback 

Reading*** 

30 minutes 

Define New Vocabulary 

Listen to the pronunciation of the trickier words 

from our text. Can you pronounce them? 

https://vimeo.com/512999528/eadf59dca0  

weave, inspiration, convincing, pleading, 

initially, tapestry, ominous. 

What do you think the words mean? 

Must- match the pictures to the words 

Should- also write what they think the words 

mean 

Could- write in a sentence of their own. 

 

Watch the teacher video to discover the answers 

and possible definitions. 

https://vimeo.com/515360805  

Teacher video feedback 

Read and Recognise New Vocabulary 

Listen to Miss Beere reading this week’s text. 

Can you identify the vocabulary from yesterday?  

 

https://vimeo.com/513001736/40d6ab24fd  

 

 

Was your prediction correct? 

Did you like the text? 

 

To answer retrieval questions 

Can you answer the 4 retrieval questions by 

finding the answers in the text? 

*audio questions 

 

Watch the teacher video discussing the 

answers to the questions. 

https://vimeo.com/513005927/c8056e0b37  

 

Teacher video feedback 

https://vimeo.com/515239774/df57fec7b4
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Mental Maths 

15 minutes 

TT Rockstars Garage TT Rockstars Garage TT Rockstars 

Foundation*** 

1 hour  

PSHE  

To understand how exercise affects my body.  

Exercise is good for our body because it helps 

our body become fitter, especially our hearts and 

lungs and also keeps our body healthy. 

Watch the teacher video on one note about 

healthy living.  

 

Complete the fitness tracking activity and begin 

your exercise journal for the week.   

 

 

 

Topic/Science 

Why do we have muscles? 

What muscles do you know in the body? 

https://vimeo.com/513015820/d3174362e9  

Watch the teacher video to learn about the 

muscles we have in our body and why we need 

them. Can you add these to your skeleton 

drawings? 

 

Complete the muscle activity sheet to explore 

which muscles you use and when. 

Muscle experiment to see what muscles need to 

work properly. 

Sticker  feedback 

Complete the quiz: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9339j6/articles

/zpbxb82  

PSHE- ‘Take Over  Wednesday’ 

We will email ideas from one of our partner 

schools in the MAT or we have suggested 

some activities in the Content Library on 

OneNote.  

You do not have to do these, they are just 

ideas to support you. 

Pack away the electronic devise and move 

away from the screen! 

Have fun! 

Photos can be emailed to the Year 3 account. 

 

 

Independent 

Reading 

15 minutes 

MyOn  
Read a book and complete quiz 
https://www.myon.co.uk/login/ 

 
Oxford Owl  
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/login?active-
tab=students 

 
Or read own home story book.  

MyOn  
Read a book and complete quiz 
https://www.myon.co.uk/login/ 

 
Oxford Owl  
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/login?active-
tab=students 

 
Or read own home story book. 

Basic Skills 

10 minutes 

Handwriting 

 

Mathletics 
Complete ability assigned activities. 
https://login.mathletics.com/ 
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